Neuronal recordings and lesion studies indicate that key aspects of economic decisions take 24 place in the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). Previous work identified in this area three groups of 25 neurons encoding the offer value, the chosen value and the identity of the chosen good. An 26 important and open question is whether and how decisions could emerge from a neural circuit 27 formed by these three populations. Here we adapted a biophysically realistic neural network 28 previously proposed for perceptual decisions (Wang 2002; Wong and Wang 2006). The domain 29 of economic decisions is significantly broader than that for which the model was originally 30 designed: yet the model performed remarkably well. The input and output nodes of the network 31 were naturally mapped onto two groups of cells in OFC. Surprisingly, the activity of 32 interneurons in the network closely resembled that of the third group of cells, namely chosen 33 value cells. The model reproduced several phenomena related to the neuronal origins of choice 34 variability. It also generated testable predictions on the excitatory/inhibitory nature of different 35 neuronal populations and on their connectivity. Some aspects of the empirical data were not 36 reproduced, but simple extensions of the model could overcome these limitations. These results 37 render a biologically credible model for the neuronal mechanisms of economic decisions. They 38 demonstrate that choices could emerge from the activity of cells in the OFC, suggesting that 39 chosen value cells directly participate in the decision process. Importantly, Wang's model 40 provides a platform to investigate the implications of neuroscience results for economic theory. 41 42 45 (Fellows 2011; Rudebeck and Murray 2014), functional imaging (Bartra et al. 2013; Clithero and 46 Rangel 2013) and neurophysiology (Mainen and Kepecs 2009; Padoa-Schioppa 2011; Wallis 47 2011) indicates that choices, in particular choices between goods, involve the OFC. Neuronal 48 recordings in primates choosing between different juices identified three groups of neurons in 49 this area: offer value cells encoding the value of individual juices, chosen juice cells encoding the 50 3 binary decision outcome, and chosen value cells encoding the value of the chosen juice (Padoa-51 Schioppa 2013; Padoa-Schioppa and Assad 2006). Prima facie, these groups of neurons appear 52 sufficient to characterize -and possibly generate -a decision. Indeed, offer value cells capture 53 the input to the decision process, while chosen juice and chosen value cells capture the identity 54 and value of the chosen good, and thus the decision outcome. A primary goal for decision 55 neuroscience is to formalize this intuition by building a biologically realistic model in which the 56 groups of cells found in OFC form a circuit that generates decisions. Ideally, such a model would 57 encompass all that is known about these neurons and, concurrently, make new and testable 58 predictions. 59 Our thinking about the mechanisms of economic decisions is influenced by work on motion 60 perception (perceptual decisions). In a simplified scheme, two brain regions play a primary role: 61 the middle temporal (MT) area, where neurons encode the momentary evidence, and the lateral 62 intraparietal (LIP) area, where cells represent the decision outcome in the form of a planned 63 saccade (Gold and Shadlen 2007; Parker and Newsome 1998). Notably, there is a natural 64 analogy between neurons in MT and offer value cells, and between neurons in LIP and chosen 65 juice cells. In contrast, chosen value cells do not have a known correspondent in perceptual 66 decisions. 67 Several models have been proposed to describe the neuronal mechanisms of perceptual decisions 68 (Bogacz et al. 2006; Drugowitsch and Pouget 2012; Gold and Shadlen 2007). At the biophysical 69 level, a leading proposal is Wang's model, in which decisions emerge from a balance of recurrent 70 excitation and pooled inhibition. Different variants of the model account for perceptual decisions 71 (Wang 2002; Wong and Wang 2006), similarity judgments (Engel and Wang 2011), probabilistic 72 inference (Soltani and Wang 2010), behavior in a competitive game (Soltani et al. 2006) and 73
Introduction 43
Economic choices are thought to entail two mental stages: subjective values are first assigned to 44 the available options, and decisions are made by comparing values. Evidence from lesion studies 6 and CV cells, respectively. The three groups of pyramidal cells correspond to CJA cells (group 139 1), CJB cells (group 2) and non-selective cells (group 3). Unless otherwise indicated, all the 140 parameters used in our simulations were set identical to those used in the original W11 (Wong 141 and Wang 2006) . Their values are indicated in Table 1 . 142 The dynamic system is defined by the following 11 equations: Table 1 ). Note that 152 firing rates and gating variables are all time dependent. The input-output relation for a leaky 153 integrate-and-fire cell is given by the simplified formula of Abbott and Chance (2005) Note that Eq.6 is written separately for excitatory pyramidal cells (E) and inhibitory interneurons 156 (I). In this equation, I syn is the total synaptic input to the cell, and the parameters I E, I , c E, I and g E, I 7 Currents and parameters 160 For each group of cells, the input current I syn includes several components: I  I  I  I  I  I  +  +  +  + 
162 In Eq.7 and below, indices ext and rec refer to external and recurrent currents. Currents depend 163 on the gating variables through the following equations:
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The corresponding equations written for interneurons are: where η(t) is a white noise with unit variance (Renart et al. 2003) . The parameter σ η represents 188 the amount of noise (see Table 1 ).
189
Modeling offer value cells 190 The last term in Eq.7, namely I stim , is the primary input, which equals zero for non-selective 191 pyramidal cells and for interneurons. For CJA and CJB cells, we set I stim as follows:
The activity profile of OV cells was modeled as follows:
animals chose between three juices offered pairwise showed that (6) cells encoding the offer 259 value of one particular juice did not depend on the juice offered in alternative (menu invariance).
260
Last but not least, (7) the activity of both offer value and chosen value cells adapted to the range 261 of values available in any given session (Padoa-Schioppa 2009). their activity on any given trial is a linear function of the value rank, which varies in the interval 281 [0, 1] (see Eq.20). We discuss below ways in which range adaptation presents a challenge for Second, in the random dot task (Newsome 1997), the two inputs are perfectly anti-correlated. In 285 this sense, the stimulus is intrinsically one-dimensional (and indeed it is parameterized by the 286 uni-dimensional parameter coh). Thus if we consider the plane formed by I stim, 1 and I stim, 2 , the 287 inputs for the random dot task lie on the diagonal with slope -1, and the data point corresponding 288 to coh = 0 is in the center of the diagram (Fig.3a) . In contrast, the two offers in economic choice 289 tasks (Padoa-Schioppa 2011) can vary independently of one another and assume any value 290 within the range spanned in the behavioral session. Thus the input to the model can lie anywhere 291 on the plane formed by I stim, 1 and I stim, 2 (Fig.3b ). As a consequence, there are many sets of offers 292 that induce behavioral indifference. In practice, offers used in the experimental sessions did not 293 cover the plane densely, because in most trials one of the two juices was offered in quantity 1 294 (Padoa-Schioppa and Assad 2006; 2008) . However, in the present study, we simulated offers 295 covering the full plane ( Fig.3b ). In other words, we tested the neuronal network well beyond its 296 original domain of definition.
297
Third, in the original W11, the time profile of the input currents is a box car, which mimics the 298 fact that neurons in MT respond with good time fidelity to the momentary motion of the visual 299 stimulus. In contrast, the time profile of offer value cells in OFC is more complex (Fig.1b) . In 300 particular, we note several salient aspects.
(1) There is a baseline of ~6 sp/s and a dynamic range 301 of ~10 sp/s. Importantly, the ratio between dynamic range and baseline is modest compared to 302 that typically reported for MT and modeled in W11, where the baseline is negligible and the 303 dynamic range is roughly 80 sp/s. (2) Compared to baseline, the modulation due to value is all in 304 the direction of increased firing rates. In other words, focusing on the 500 ms following the offer, 305 the baseline-subtracted mean firing rate of offer value cells ranges roughly between 0 and 10 sp/s, 306 depending on the value offered in the trial. Thus in our simulations, we used a semi-realistic time 307 profile to model the activity of offer value cells. In the initial simulations we set the baseline to 308 zero. The effects of introducing a nonzero baseline will be examined in the section Baseline 309 activity for OV cells. 310 Fourth, the input from MT to LIP is via long-distance connections. In contrast, offer value cells 311 and chosen juice cells are in the same anatomical region and thus they presumably enjoy the 312 density typical of local connections. We thus increased the connectivity between OV cells and 13 obtain a sizable dynamic range for CV cells. Notably, even considering the fact that the dynamic 315 range of offer value cells is much lower than that of neurons in MT, this value made the input 316 current higher than that used in the original W11.
317
Fifth, the activation of chosen juice cells in OFC is largely phasic (Fig.1b) . Their activity profile 318 increases shortly after the offer, peaks ~350 ms after the offer, and decays rapidly in the 319 following 300-400 ms, even though the offers are still on the monitor and the animal has not yet 320 revealed its choice. The traces corresponding to the two choice outcomes remain separated, but 321 that signal is relatively small until after the animal has performed its saccade. Furthermore, if one 322 compares the traces for easy and split decisions (see below), it appears clear that the activity of Fig.5b shows the same surface shown in Fig.5a seen 434 from the z-axis. In this simulation, the synaptic imbalance was introduced at the level of the 435 input current: referring to Eq.19, we set δJ stim = (2, 1). The ensemble of offers for which the 436 model was indifferent between the two juices is termed the indifference function. Notably, the 437 indifference function in this simulation was a straight line through the origin (Fig.5b) .
438
Furthermore, the slope of the indifference function was essentially equal to the synaptic weight 439 ratio = 2. A simplified logistic model including only first-order terms provided the measure ρ ≡ 440 a 1 /a 2 = 2.03. (This value was used to generate the third row of Fig.4 .)
441
In another simulation, we introduced the synaptic imbalance in the recurrent, NMDA-mediated 442 self-excitation of CJ cells (Fig.5c ). In this case, referring to Eq.11, we set δJ NMDA = (1.05, 1).
443
(These values were chosen such that the indifference function would cross offers [10A:20B].)
444
Notably the indifference function was no longer a straight line and, more importantly, it was no 445 longer homogenous (it did not cross the origin). This behavior is not realistic because it amounts 446 to stating that the model consistently chooses no juice over small quantities of juice B. We 447 obtained similar results when we imposed the imbalance in the inhibition from interneurons to 448 CJ cells (Fig.5d ). In this case, referring to Eq.13, we set δJ GABA = (1, 1.02 two groups depending on the chosen juice (same convention as in Fig.1d ). ijkl. activity of CV 793 cells. In panel i, trials were divided in three groups (tertiles) depending on the chosen value 794 (same conventions as in Fig.1f ). In all panels, red diamonds (blue circles) represent choices of 795 juice A (juice B). (same format as in Fig.4ef ). Panels c and d summarize the results obtained for CV cells (same 809 format as in Fig.4il ). efgh. Summary of results obtained with w + = 1.70. ijkl. Summary of results 810 obtained with w + = 1.85. 
